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Trump Ruthlessly Mocked in “Mirror-Image” of Wolff’s 

“Fire and Fury” 
 

Beleaguered US President Donald Trump has found himself the 

butt of a deliciously wicked parody with the release of Martha 

Skewermann’s scorching “flip” of Michael Wolff’s bestseller “Fire 

and Fury - Inside the Trump White House”. 

 

Skewermann’s new release, titled “Dire and Puny - Outside 

Chump’s Blackened House” follows the story of the seemingly 

virtuous but hapless Mayor Chump of Washintown who, through a 

series of highly improbable events, brings devastation upon his 

community after hiring a dubious brigade of Russian contractors 

to upgrade his city’s infrastructure. 

 

“Dire and Puny” is told from the viewpoint of seasoned 

investigative journalist Martha Skewermann, who - due to having 

overstepped Chump’s personal boundaries - has been banished to a 

sidewalk encampment outside the mayor’s house to pursue her 

reporting and research on the Chump administration. This 

situation itself establishes the book as a polar (and zany) 

contrast to Wolff’s, in which the journalist was embedded within 

the White House, with intimate access to Trump and his staffers. 

 

By similarly inverting almost every nuance of Wolff’s 

bestselling novel, from title to rear cover and everything in 

between, Skewermann brings a much-needed element of hilarity to 

the tale of a dysfunctional administration careering out of 

control and bringing the rest of society down with it. 

 

Inhabited by a host of quirky characters, including 

philanthropist Paula Moneyport, Turkish-delight-scoffing police 

chief Mickey Flout and Chump’s oily car mechanic Mickey Crohney, 

“Dire and Puny” takes you on a delightful and liberating journey 

through the machinations of municipal politics. 

 

Skewermann presents herself as a luminary in the field of 

“allegorical journalism”. She foresees her book triggering a 

tectonic shift in the field of political reporting as we know it. 

 

Yet great caution is recommended with Skewermann’s sizzling 

account, as it may just cause you to spray out your coffee with 

laughter, at Donald Trump’s expense of course. Send him your 

dry-cleaning bill, courtesy of Martha. 

 

 

Martha Skewermann’s “Dire and Puny - Outside Chump’s Blackened 

House” is available on Amazon. 

https://www.marthaskewermann.com/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0648437906

